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		Explores how jazz helped propel the rise of African American Islam during the era of global Black liberation

		

		Amid the social change and liberation of the civil rights and Black Power movements, the tenor saxophonist Archie Shepp recorded a tribute to Malcolm X’s emancipatory political consciousness. Shepp saw similarities between his revolutionary hero and John Coltrane, one of the most influential jazz musicians of the era. Later, the esteemed trumpeter Miles Davis echoed Shepp’s sentiment, recognizing that Coltrane’s music represented the very passion, rage, rebellion, and love that Malcolm X preached.

		

		Soundtrack to a Movement examines the link between the revolutionary Black Islam of the post-WWII generation and jazz music. It argues that from the late 1940s and ’50s though the 1970s, Islam rose in prominence among African Americans in part because of the embrace of the religion among jazz musicians. The book demonstrates that the values that Islam and jazz shared?Black affirmation, freedom, and self-determination?were key to the growth of African American Islamic communities, and that it was jazz musicians who led the way in shaping encounters with Islam as they developed a Black Atlantic “cool” that shaped both Black religion and jazz styles.

		

		Soundtrack to a Movement demonstrates how by expressing their values through the rejection of systemic racism, the construction of Black notions of masculinity and femininity, and the development of an African American religious internationalism, both jazz musicians and Black Muslims engaged with a global Black consciousness and interconnected resistance movements in the African diaspora and Africa.
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AutoCAD 2011 and AutoCAD LT 2011: No Experience RequiredSybex, 2010

	A step-by-step tutorial on AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT basics


	AutoCAD is the leading drawing software, used by design and drafting professionals to create 2D and 3D technical drawings. This tutorial is aimed at AutoCAD novices and provides you with the essentials you need so you can acquire the necessary skills to work in AutoCAD...
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Microsoft Office Word 2007 On DemandQue, 2007
See How To
 

•    Create documents more efficiently using a new results-oriented interface

•    Use formatting, editing, reviewing, and publishing tools to create documents in print and online

...
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Implementing Word of Mouth Marketing: Online Strategies to Identify Influencers, Craft Stories, and Draw CustomersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Learn to capitalize on online word of mouth, leverage its power, and measure results of your initiatives


	Savvy, strategic, and right on time, Implementing Word of Mouth Marketing is the essential guide for any company or organization needing to understand the dynamics of online word of mouth. This powerful book will coach...
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Hillbilly: A Cultural History of an American IconOxford University Press, 2003
    Harkins, assistant professor of history at Western Kentucky University, means to examine the "cultural and ideological construct `the hillbilly'... rather than the actual people of the southern mountains." To this end, he examines some obscure early American printed material, Paul Webb's Esquire magazine cartoons from...
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Building a Web Site For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The bestselling guide to building a knockout Web site, newly updated


	An effective Web site is the key to success for every venture from class reunions to major corporations. And since Web technology changes rapidly, Building a Web Site For Dummies, 4th Edition is fully updated for the cutting-edge tools and...
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Dreamweaver CS6: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Websites evolve every year, growing in scope and complexity, with new
	
		features popping up to make sites look and work ever better. Even people
	
		building personal sites use various programming languages and server
	
		technologies to dish up content.
	


	
		Throughout its history, Dreamweaver has managed to...
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